Cotton Candy Machine Instructions
The Cotton Candy Machine has a standard 3-prong plug and requires a standard 110 volt, 15 amp plug. Use of extension
cords is not recommended. Please review the instructions before operating the machine.
Cotton Candy Machine Operation Instructions
1. With the machine off, fill the floss head 90% full with floss sugar. This quantity is necessary to obtain a balanced
condition in the floss head. DO NOT OVERFILL! There will be a vibration until the head is filled and balanced evenly.
2. Turn Main Switch and Heat switch on. Rotate Heat Control knob to maximum position, to initiate the fastest possible
warm up.
3. The machine should start making floss in a few seconds. When the unit starts making floss, you must reduce the heat
setting by adjusting the Heat Control setting until any smoke is eliminated. If necessary to eliminate the smoke, all of the
heat settings can be fine-tuned
Making Floss
1. Hold an inch or two of the pointed end of the cone between two fingers and a thumb. With a light
flicking action,
roll cone in the web of floss building up in the pan. Lift the cone up with the ring of floss attached and rotate the cone
to wrap the floss. DO NOT roll floss while the cone is inside the pan. This will pack the floss too tightly.
2. If the floss fails to stick to the cone, pass the cone near the spinner head to pick up a “starter” of melted sugar. Lift
the cone out of the pan and wrap the floss with a “figure eight” movement of the hand. This leaves giant pockets and
makes the final product appear larger.

DO NOT put hands or objects in rotating spinner head.
DO NOT fill spinner head with sugar while it is running.
Operators should always wear eye protection.
Use ONLY floss cone to collect cotton candy.
Before Returning
Wipe the pan with damp cloth, do not empty remaining floss sugar or pour water in floss head or motor.

